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Who

Linear
Infrastructure

Commercial & governmental organizations
covering all key Geospatial processes around
planning, design, construction, operation,
maintenance & commercialization of linear
infrastructure property.
Why

Reciprocal

Digital transformation within cities is
transforming the way we interact with data
as well as with each other.
On a global scale, about $3.5 trillion dollars
spent annually on infrastructure.

We work with regional partners to
promote Trimble’s complete
Geospatial product portfolio into large,
multifaceted projects

How
Our approach is to promote Trimble’s
complete Geospatial portfolio into these
larger opportunities to cover the entire
project lifecycle - from planning to
construction, maintenance to monitoring &
from hardware to software.

Mobile Mapping
in Dubai
A data driven city is a smart city

A serious smart path to happiness
When Dubai launched a Smart Dubai
program with the aim of becoming the
smartest & happiest city on earth geospatial
data was at the the heart their initiatives. To
provide the mapping precision & speed
needed, the GIS Center acquired a Trimble
MX9 system. “A surveyor using conventional
technology would likely need nearly two
months to cover the same amount of
distance we collect in one day,” said Maryam
Obaid Almheiri, the GIS Center’s Director.

SiteVision
Seeing is believing

The Satisfaction of BIM
Our customer AFRY recently visited one of
their constructions sites in Sweden on the
E18. The BIM group brought Trimble
SiteVision along to showcase the projected
models in the right location at the right
scale.
“An amazing tool… A lot of enthusiasm and
enjoyment of seeing what we have been
working on over the past year and a half.”

Grand Paris
Keeping projects on schedule

Grand Surveying in Grand Paris
The Grand Paris Express is producing the
largest subway & urban rail expansion in the
western hemisphere. Eiffage GC, one of the
main contractors involved in the project,
turned to Trimble T4D for an extensive
monitoring solution consisting of 25 Trimble
S7 total stations to ensure continuous
monitoring.

Complete Product Ecosystem

Thank You
Credits
For Questions or Feedback
please contact:
keith_peterson@trimble.com
Or, stop by the Trimble booth
to talk!
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